
Set up how ever many barriers (or sticks) are needed in zone for
warmup, try to keep 2-3 players in line for proper work:rest ratio.
Below are some example of types of skating drills, each player should
complete 2.5 laps to end up on far side of barrier when �nished. Can
use sticks instead of barriers, even partnering kids up and using 2 sticks
end to end.

Forwards/backwards pivot (make sure working on both ways

for pivots)

Step over barrier forwards with tight turns

Step over barrier and mohawk turn �gure 8- heel to heel around

turn, open hips up. ( Open Hips - Open Feet - 10 & 2 Technique |

Ice Hockey Skill Breakdown (icehockeysystems.com)

<https://www.icehockeysystems.com/blog/skill-

breakdowns/open-hips-open-feet-10-2>  

Evolve into barrier tag (along with the progressions that come

with barrier tag- with pucks, skates on ice, etc.)

Lateral (side to side) jumps over sticks to work on explosiveness

Key Points

Proper techinque, two feet on ice for turns, stick on ice, etc.

Players line at the blue line, on signals players jumps on both

sides of the line and skate to grab the puck placed on the rink.

The player who gains progression on the puck is the winner.

VIDEO IN SKETCHPAD
Instagram:@serdachnyhockey

HCF 12U Week 15

Zone entries week 2- layers of support (wide drive, net drive, high man)

Free Play 2 mins

Barrier/Stick Skating 5 mins

1 vs 1 Race For The Puck 8 mins

)

https://www.icehockeysystems.com/blog/skill-breakdowns/open-hips-open-feet-10-2


To start, three   are set up around circle (initial drill no defender,  ).
To start  1 passes to  2 who moves and passes back to  1.  1
passes to  3 then moves and passes to  2 who moved to get open
for the pass and quickly shoots puck.  1 moves to  3,  3
becomes  2 and  2 (shooter) goes to back of line. If playing with
defender, they are defender �rst, then move to  1 for rotation.
Multiple setups depending on ice availability/usage.
Progressions:

Place defender  in middle. Can start with dummy defence,

then progress to active defence trying to break up play.

Offensive player have to make any 4 passes before any player

can take a shot. 

Key Points

Move to �nd open passing lane, quick 1/2 touch on passes and

shot

Defender to have stick in passing lanes

 starts drill by skating towards coach

Coach passes at any time to .

 has to make it back to the net for a shot and  has to

defend.

Find out new ways to create space to make the shot.

Progressions: Have rules for offensive player (must stay in circle,
anywhere in zone, must take shot within X seconds, etc.)

Situational drill for attacking/defending 2v1s. Coach passes to one of
the two forwards. Forwards cross and attack the net as quick as
possible. Defender must gap up and take 2v1 back to the net.
The coaching points for offense is to consider multiple attack options:
puck carrier drives wide, drop pass when crossing, fake drop pass
when crossing, using deception for passes.

Key Points

When attacking, have puck on forehand to increase options

Drill must be executed with speed!

For defending player try to force shot

Quad Passing 8 mins
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Goal Scoring - Manage Space 8 mins
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Quick Attack 2v1 8 mins



Game starts with a pass from the defensive player ( ) to the board
side offensive player. The two offensive players exchange puck at the
blue line with defensive player getting below goal line then getting up
ice to angle puck carrier. Play out 2v1. 1 is responsible to make read
based on options 2 has. Goal of this drill is to support and use the
boards to chip the puck defending on options.

Key Points

Read and react so good decisions are made with puck

placement

Communicate

Set up as shown with coach drawing line 10-15ft inside blueline. On
whistle defending players ( ) must touch boards before engaging
attacking players ( ) in 2v2 situation. are looking to gain the zone
with possession, deciding on what they want to do upon attack based
on gap. Drill is continuous so on next whistle becomes the
defenders and tag up on the boards while next two players attack, 
(defending players leave the zone).
Progression:

Defending players must only tag up on the goal line which will

tighten gap.

Can play 3v3 in 1/3 ice

Key Points

Encourage offensive players to be creative off the attack while

getting to the net ASAP.

ATM 2v1 8 mins
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Quick Entry 2v2/3v3 10 mins
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